Exyte Group is a global leader in the design, engineering and construction of high tech facilities and major complex projects. We have extensive in-house technical resources combining process, mechanical and electrical engineering, technology integration, lean construction and commissioning expertise. Our unique combination of high-tech engineering and excellent project management help our customers to reach their goals and to strive for new horizons. Since 1912 Exyte Group has been at the forefront of engineering advanced design and construction solutions. Today, with over 6000 technical professionals operating in over 30 countries worldwide, we have the expertise to deliver the most complex projects to the most exacting performance standards.

CAD Designer (m/f)
Vienna / full time

Major responsibilities:
• Overall-discipline BFM (Building Facility Management) route planning and coordination of complex plant systems in the pharmaceutical industry (air, electric, black and purity systems) regarding collisions with software support
• Creation of mass separations, over measure documents and built documentation
• Design and calculation of individual HVAC systems and components
• Graphical creation of concept, design and execution of plans and assembly plans of technical building equipment for air- and media-technological systems
• Assisting in the preparation of standards and database structures of the used CAD systems

Your profile:
• Ideally you have an education as CAD Designer or another equivalent technical education
• Several years of experience with ventilation and clean room technology systems in a similar position ideally in the field of process engineering or pharmaceutical / biotechnology plant construction
• Very good knowledge of HVAC systems with main focus on the ventilation-/clean room technology
• Strong interpersonal and effective communication skills (oral and written)
• Profound knowledge of GMP regulatory systems and relevant standards
• Good computer skills in MS-Office and MS-Project, AutoCAD MEP and Revit
• Very good command of spoken and written English and German

Our offer:
At Exyte you are able to broaden your horizon: flexible working time, multicultural team, attractive working conditions and benefits in a high professional, international and inspirational high-tech environment. For this position we offer a gross salary of min. EUR 33.000. Depending on your qualification and experience a competitive and performance-related package will be paid.

Contact:
For immediate consideration, please send your cover letter and resume to Mirha Adanalic on our career site or to bewerbung.at@mwgroup.net.